The rise of ‘Big Data’ had a big impact on marketing research and practice. In this article, we first highlight sources of useful consumer information that are now available at large scale and very little or no cost. We subsequently discuss how this information – with the help of new analytical techniques – can be translated into valuable insights on consumers’ psychological states and traits that can, in turn, be used to inform marketing strategy. Finally, we discuss opportunities and challenges related to the use of Big Data as a window into consumers’ psychology, and provide recommendations for how to implement related technologies in a way that benefits both businesses and consumers.
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Applications of Big Data in marketing have largely focused on (a) assessing customers’ preferences [e.g., 3], (b) predicting what customers are most likely to buy next [e.g., 4–6], (c) improving targeted advertising [e.g., 7, 8], (d) understanding brand perceptions [e.g., 9, 10], and (e) describing the competitive landscape [e.g., 11]. See Wedel and Kannan [11] for a review. However, investigations of how Big Data can help inform some of the more psychological aspects of consumer behavior that is aimed at understanding – rather than merely predicting – consumer attitudes and emotions has thus far only received scant attention. Davenport et al. [12] (2001, p. 63) note that holding vast amounts of customer data might help businesses to ‘know more about their customers’ but does not necessarily allow them to ‘know the customers themselves’. The focus of this paper is to highlight the existing work and discuss the potential of using Big Data as a means to better understand consumers’ stable psychological traits as well as more malleable psychological states.

New sources of consumer information
Traditional approaches to gathering ‘human-centric’ consumer information include extensive customer surveys, focus groups, interviews, observation studies and limited scope secondary data such as scanner panel data [11]. For example, as part of the Nordstrom’s Personal Touch program, personal shoppers recorded detailed information on customers likes and dislikes, their lifestyle and tastes through telephone and face-to-face conversations as well as observations made in the store [12]. While the outlined approaches can generate valuable customer knowledge, they are not only expensive and time-consuming – and therefore difficult to scale – but also prone to numerous well established response biases [13]. For example, even the most motivated customer will find it difficult to accurately recall the purchases they made over the past four weeks or the exact feeling they experienced when purchasing a specific product.

The availability of data at large volume, variety, velocity and veracity, often termed as ‘Big Data’, had a big impact on marketing research [11] and practice [2]. The wealth of personal information available about consumers online makes it possible to understand and cater to the individual needs of consumers better than ever before. Whether it is their Spotify playlists, Facebook profile, Google search queries, or mobile location, the digital footprints consumers leave with every step they take in the digital environment create extensive records of their personal habits and preferences. By tapping into this rich pool of consumer data, businesses can enhance consumers’ experience by better matching the marketing offering to consumers’ preferences and do so at the appropriate moment.

Thanks to technological advances in the collection, storage and analysis of large amounts of data, businesses can now gain valid insights on millions of consumers by looking at the digital records that are passively collected as consumers go about their daily lives. In fact, observing the behavior of a consumer in a traditional retail store is very similar to analyzing the journey of a customer who is browsing a company’s online store (e.g., one can examine the characteristics of products the user has looked at and/or bought, measure the time they took to make a decision, or implement mouse-tracking technologies to study the decision process). Similarly, customer forums, product
reviews and posts in social media make it possible to observe large and natural ‘focus groups’ at very little to no cost [11].

The sources of information businesses can tap into to learn more about their consumers are almost limitless, and it would go beyond the scope of this paper to discuss all of them in detail (for an overview see Wedel and Kannan [1**], Fig. 2). Among the most vital ones are historical purchasing data, credit card records, search queries, browsing histories, blog posts, social media profiles, and smartphone sensor data (e.g., GPS location). Importantly, it is often possible to combine the information extracted from different sources to form a more holistic picture of a consumer’s daily habits and preferences. By integrating information obtained from a consumer’s social media profile, their phone logs and sensor data as well as their credit card spending, for example, one can get a fairly accurate picture of what a consumer has done when and with whom.

These new sources of data not only come from various sources, but they also come in multiple formats. While traditional data have been primarily structured in a numeric format, social media data, are primarily unstructured including, text, images, audio and video. Accordingly, different analytical approaches are needed to convert such data into knowledge and insights.

Turning Big Data into human-centric customer knowledge

The task of turning vast amounts of – often unstructured – data into insightful consumer knowledge is not easy and often requires the application of analytical techniques that are outside of the standard methodological tool box of consumer behavior researchers [14]. However, recent years have seen the rise of so-called computational social science research, a discipline aimed at applying methodologies from the computer sciences to questions asked by social scientists [15]. While the range of possible applications of such methodologies to social science questions is bounded only by the creativity and imagination of the researcher, here we focus on two types of insights that have recently attracted a considerable amount of attention among researchers and practitioners alike: the prediction of (1) relatively stable psychological traits that help explain consumers’ general tendency to think, feel and behave in a certain way, and (2) malleable psychological states that express consumers’ attitudes and emotions in-the-moment and help to put their behavior in context.

Predicting consumers’ psychological traits

The investigation of stable psychological traits such as personality, regulatory focus, or need for cognition, has a long-standing tradition in consumer behavior research [16]. One of the most consistent findings suggests that consumers show more positive cognitive, emotional and behavioral responses to products, brands or marketing messages that match their own psychological traits [e.g.,17–20]. For example, an extroverted and open-minded consumer might experience more positive emotions and report a higher intention towards a retail brand that specializes in flashy and unusual clothes, or that uses extroverted and creative language to advertise their products (e.g., ‘Stand out from the crowd and feel unique with our latest spring collection’). Businesses have long used such insights for branding and advertising purposes [e.g.,21].

However, because unlike demographics and past purchases, latent psychological traits cannot be observed directly, the opportunities to target consumers and personalize advertising based on psychological traits have been limited. If a mobile phone provider, for instance, decided to create a strong extroverted brand, it was very difficult to focus its advertising efforts on extroverted consumers short of choosing media channels (e.g., TV shows) that are predicted based on questionnaires or managerial judgement to have a larger proportion of extroverts. Instead, the branded marketing message had been primarily focused on mass marketing, broadcasting to large and heterogeneous audiences, thereby limiting its effectiveness.

In the age of Big Data, however, psychological traits – including personality, IQ and political orientation – can be accurately predicted from consumers’ digital footprints. Researchers have demonstrated the ability to accurately infer personal traits from (a) personal websites [22], (b) Facebook or Twitter profiles [23,24**,25], (c) blogs [26], and (d) language use [27*,28**,29,30]. This digital form of psychometric assessment promises to be a game changer in the application and empirical evaluation of psychographic marketing. In an early pioneering study, for example, Hauser and colleagues inferred cognitive styles (e.g., analytic vs. emotional) from clickstream data and showed that matching a website’s ‘look and feel’ to consumers’ dominant motivational orientation can increase sales by up to 20% [7]. Similarly, Matz and colleagues showed that inferring the personality of Facebook users from their Likes, and matching the content of real advertising campaigns (products and marketing messages) to their dominant personality traits can significantly increase click-through and conversion rates [31**]. As the digital assessment of psychological traits becomes more widespread and readily available (e.g., LIWC for computerized text analysis; ApplyMagicSauce and StatSocial for personality predictions), consumer behavior scholars will be able to build on this early research and test the effectiveness of psychographic targeting in different domains (e.g., retail, charitable giving, political campaigning) and channels (e.g., social media, email, in-store), using different psychological traits (e.g., personality, cognitive style, motivational orientations), and different
outcome measures (e.g. clicks, purchases, long-term retention).

Turning customer data into meaningful psychological profiles offers tremendous opportunities for a more holistic Customer Relations Management [CRM; 32] that bridges the gap between online and offline channels. For example, knowing that a consumer follows a cognitive style that is analytical rather than emotional, makes it possible for both computers online and salespeople in brick and mortar stores to adapt their communication to the preferences of the customer.

**Predicting consumers’ psychological states**

As we have outlined, psychological traits play an important role in understanding and predicting consumer behavior. However, marketing researchers have long recognized that they cannot account for the full variation in consumer behavior [33]. This is, because psychological traits do not operate in a vacuum, but instead are expressed in a certain context, these traits are often influenced by situational factors [34,35]. For example, consumers who are in a positive mood use more heuristic – rather than systematic – information processing and evaluate products and brands more favorably [for an overview on the effect of mood on consumer behaviour see Ref. [36]]. Hence marketers can benefit from paying close attention to and capitalize on customers’ psychological states.

However, because of the transient nature of psychological states identifying such states in real time is even more challenging than identifying psychological traits. Similar to psychological traits, psychological states have traditionally been tied to questionnaire measures [e.g., the PANAS scale for positive and negative affect; [37]]. However, these have been mainly performed for academic purposes as the ability of firms to measure and act in real time on varying psychological states using surveys is largely impractical. Fortunately, new data sources and advances of analytics techniques make psychological traits predictable from a broad variety of digital footprints collected in real time [see e.g.,38,39**]. Consumers’ mood and emotions have been successfully predicted from spoken and written language [40], video [41], wearable devices [42], smartphone sensor data [43**], and even information obtained from the environment such as weather or physical location [44].

While marketers have long used retrospective analyses of consumer sentiment in the study of online word-of-mouth [45,46], the ability to assess consumers’ psychological states and sentiment in real time provides consumer behavior researchers and practitioners with tremendous opportunities to personalize marketing content to the immediate psychological needs of consumers. Context-aware recommendation systems, for example, can use information on consumers’ mood or emotions to increase the relevance of the content that is suggested to the user [47]. Such context-aware recommenders, that take into account consumers’ emotions, have shown improved recommendations for music [48], movies [49,50], and images [51].

**Combining psychological traits and states**

The combination of psychological traits (variability across consumers) and psychological states (variability within consumers over time) offers an unprecedented understanding of consumers’ unique needs as they relate to the situation-specific expressions of more stable motivations and preferences [33; also compare to the theory of free traits, 52]. For example, extroverted consumers might be more likely to respond to personality-matched advertisements [e.g.,19] when they are in an extroverted situation that highlights and reinforces their extroverted innate nature or when they find themselves in an introverted situation that lacks the excitement and stimulation they need to thrive. The availability of data and analysis tools to investigate personality traits and states in real time, provide a fruitful avenue to exploring the interesting interactions between personality traits and states and how consumers may react to offer that leverage such interactions.

**Figure 1** summarizes the outlined opportunities of using Big Data in the context of consumer research. As we have discussed throughout the paper, the wealth of personal consumer information available at little to no cost makes it possible to not only predict consumer outcomes, but to also understand consumers’ psychological needs and motivations at both the state and trait levels. Understanding consumers’ psychological states and traits can then be used to better match the firm’s marketing offerings to customers’ needs and preferences, and hence improve business and consumer outcomes.

**Opportunities and challenges**

The combination of information about ‘what one does’ with deeper understanding of ‘who one is’ offers tremendous opportunities to not only boost the effectiveness of marketing campaigns but also to help consumers make better decisions. The pre-selection of content that is in line with consumers’ psychological needs can alleviate the problem of choice overload [53,54] and help consumers to maximize the satisfaction and happiness they gain from their choices [55]. In addition, psychologically-customized health messages are known to be effective in changing behaviors among patients and groups who are at risk [56,57]. Targeting highly neurotic individuals who display early signs of depressions with ads that guide them to self-help pages or offer professional advice, for example, could have a tremendous positive impact on the well-being of some of the more vulnerable members of society, and even save lives.
Alongside the benefits psychologically-personalized marketing provides, it also raises new ethical challenges. While psychological targeting can help consumers make better choices, it could also be used in a way that exploits ‘weaknesses’ in a person’s character. For example, one could target individuals who are prone to compulsive or addictive behavior [58] with ads for an online casino, or exclude them from receiving insurance ads. In fact, Facebook was recently criticized for analyzing teenagers’ emotional or mental state using their Facebook profiles. While Facebook said it does not currently use such inferences for targeting, even the collection of such data raised consumers’ ethical concerns. This more critical side of increasingly personalized marketing is reflected in general public skepticism [59,60]. A 2010 survey of American Internet users showed that less than 20% expressed a preference for targeted ads, while 64% viewed personalized advertising as ‘intrusive’ [59]. In 2012, this skepticism reached a public peak in response to a ‘scandal’ involving the U.S. retail giant Target. Using data-driven recommendation algorithms, Target had promoted baby equipment to a pregnant teenage girl in Minnesota, whose parents had previously been unaware of the pregnancy. With the introduction of even more sophisticated prediction algorithms that not only analyze individual behaviors but make inferences about a consumers’ intimate psychological traits and states, these concerns are unlikely to change for the better. We therefore suggest to use the knowledge of consumers’ psychological traits to provide optional services that consumers can actively opt-in to. Given that privacy concerns are known to negatively impact the effectiveness of personalized advertising [61], while giving consumers more control over their personal information positively affects their willingness to click on personalized ads [62], such an approach is not only in the interest of consumers but eventually in the best self-interest of businesses. By implementing psychologically-personalized targeting in a transparent way that gives data ownership and control to consumers, businesses can avoid the risk of reputational damage and instead turn psychological customization into a desirable component of their value proposition to customers.

**Conclusion**

Taken together, the ability to predict consumers’ psychological traits and states from their digital footprints offers exciting new opportunities for digital marketing. We expect both researchers and practitioners to go beyond the understanding and prediction of psychological states and traits and towards real-time ‘optimization’ of marketing actions on the basis of these predictions. Much like in the scene in the science fiction movie Minority Report, where advertising billboards are personalized to the emotional state of the person walking past them, businesses will be able to optimize the advertising a
consumer is exposed to in real-time and at a level of detail never before possible. For example, one could use information about a person’s momentary heart rate extracted through their headphones to determine which song to play next, extract emotions from a person’s facial expression to change the color scheme of a website, or recommend the next tourist attraction in a new city as a function of the person’s predicted personality and their current level of physical activity. We encourage researchers to continue to explore these exciting opportunities.
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